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Summary

Sea Grant research has led to the development of a cure for an abalone wasting disease that destroyed about $1.5-million worth of farmed abalone product at two California farms during the 1997–98 El Niño. The antibiotic therapy is now being used to help in the restoration of endangered wild white abalone on the U.S. West Coast.

Further Sea Grant research will enhance the commercial viability of the therapy.

Project

Researchers led by Carolyn Friedman of the School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences at the University of Washington in Seattle have shown that a common oral antibiotic (oxytetracycline) cures withering syndrome, a disease that has decimated both farmed and wild abalones.

She and colleagues are now trying to find the lowest effective dose of oxytetracycline and to administer this as a single dose added to abalone feed. This would not only lower the cost of administering treatment but also reduce the “clearing time” of the drug in abalone tissues.

Because of a quirk in abalone physiology, abalones preferentially accumulate oxytetracycline in their digestive gland. (Why is a topic for future research.) As a result, it takes an inordinately long time for antibiotic levels to fall below the FDA’s human health standard, which allows the meat to be sold for human consumption.

Abalone Disease

Withering syndrome is a highly contagious bacterial infection caused by a rickettsia-like pathogen. (Rickettsial bacteria cause Rocky Mountain spotted fever and typhus fever.) The withering syndrome bacterium is shed in abalone feces and is believed to enter animals while they feed.

In abalone with full-blown withering syndrome, the most obvious symptom of distress is severe atrophy of the foot muscle, the mollusk’s primary edible portion. A wild abalone uses its foot to adhere to substrate and locomote, like a giant snail. A diseased animal can do neither effectively and probably will die.

As with other microbial diseases, abalones can carry the disease-causing pathogen without showing any symptoms of infection. Warmer ocean temperatures, however, accelerate the pathogen’s transmission, causing a precipitous rise in incidences of full-blown withering syndrome in previously asymptomatic animals.

Hurdle to Commercial Use of Therapy

Experiments have shown that, following a 20-day antibiotic treatment, it takes about nine months for antibiotic residues to drop below the FDA standard. For abalones approaching harvest, this translates into nine months of extra culture time—a significant increase in the cost of rearing an animal that otherwise would reach market size in three to four years. Even the single-dose treatment in the scientists’ experiments requires a three- to four-month clearing time.

Applications to Abalone Conservation

Not just cultured but also wild abalones are vulnerable to withering...
relegated to cultured animals, not as a tool for assisting wild populations. The situation for California’s wild white abalone, however, is so dire that what is being learned during the recent research is being applied to conservation efforts.

James Moore, a senior fish pathologist at the California Department of Fish and Game and a co-investigator on ongoing and recent California Sea Grant projects, said that the recovery plan for white abalone includes a captive-rearing program in which progeny from wild-caught brood stock are outplanted in the wild.

The fact that abalones accumulate oxytetracycline in their digestive gland may have benefits for wild conservation, Moore said. The withering syndrome bacterium attacks digestive tissues. The antibiotic is thus retained precisely where its activity is needed most. An accumulation of antibiotic may extend protection from the disease for some months.

Tom McCormick, who is leading NOAA Fisheries’ white abalone captive rearing program and is a co-investigator on another Sea Grant abalone project, is now examining the efficacy of oxytetracycline in controlling mortality of white abalone. The Abalone Farm has donated some of its medicinal noodles that are being fed to captive-reared specimens in the controlled environment of a laboratory.

“Withering syndrome is endemic to all of Southern California,” Moore said. “But the few brood stock we collected were from very deep waters and were found to be free of the withering syndrome agent. We don’t want to outplant infected animals.” Feeding abalones optimal doses of antibiotic before they are released in the wild may help in this effort, he said.
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